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Reference point on the furniture design scene due to the perfection, harmonious proportions
and sense of understated luxury of its upholstery, Living Divani is boosting its visibility in the
Netherlands.
Noort Interior, a sophisticated showroom of 1,300 square meters and located in one of the
best known tourist places in the Netherlands, Noordwijk, is renewing its display with an area
entirely dedicated to the brands Living Divani and Porro, based on the theme of the design
excellence and measured elegance of Piero Lissoni, art director and designer for both brands,
who will be the main protagonist of the event.
Soft, refined and relaxing sets by Living Divani are completed by the dining room and bedroom
by Porro, recreating the idea of a large cosmopolitan house, minimalist and luxury at the same
time, which offers infinite ideas and inspirations for the design of private houses and
apartment and for the world of hospitality, particularly flourishing in this area of the country.
Visitors are greeted and transported immediately into the Living Divani world of formal purity
by the Off Cut bookshelves by Nathan Yong, made by piecing together bits of solid walnut or
oak, the off-cuts from processing larger wooden boards used to create other pieces of
furniture. The first space is dominated by the modularity of the Extrasoft sofa in leather,
composed of awelcoming and accommodating seats placed one next to the other in regular
geometries, surrounded by Kalé table-stools by Mario Ferrarini in white Cristalplant® that are
reminiscent of a stylised flower.
References to the past and contemporary details are features of the second large living area
set which shows the Confident armchairs in olive colour velvet with rounded lines, the new
Lipp sofa in brown leather, a reinterpretation of luxurious capitonné style in a geometrical
spirit, the Lipp bench which proposes the elaborate diamond pattern on the seat and the Ile
Club dormeuse, a Living Divani classic with a slim metal frame and a tempting upholstery in
velvet. The scene also includes the new Plane low table by Massimo Mariani composed by 2
tempered glass panels encasing a slanting slab of walnut, the occasional tables Rabbit & the
Tortoise Collection by Studio Juju with fluid shapes and the new Starsky coffee table by David
Lopez Quincoces, made up of 3 circular stackable tops divided in sections and featuring the use
of different wood types joined together by an inlay, creating variations from light to dark.
The protagonists of the third living area are the pleasingly asymmetrical three-seater sofa
NeoWall in brown fabric and the Rod sofa, which distinguishes the leather upholstery of the
shell from that of the cushions in fabric, for interesting combinations of materials. They are
accompanied by the Reader armchairs by Piergiorgio and Michele Cazzaniga in leather, a
restyling of a bergère with a clear retro inspiration in Living Divani spirit, and the low tables B2
by Victor Vasilev in white-painted sheet steel, reminiscent of a miniature architecture with
different perspectives from any point of view.
Finally, in the bedroom, the Track bench by David Lopez Quincoces in Bicolor leather offers a
support surface at the foot of the bed, minimalist in its large and regular shapes yet more
luxurious thanks to its finishes.
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The set also includes the Ceci n’est Pas un Baroque and Sin Titulo carpets from the Carpet
Collection designed by Harry&Camila and featuring the skilful use of precious fabrics and the
harmony of shapes and colours. Large decorative surfaces on the floor which perfectly match
with the Living Divani products by refining them with a touch of colour.
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